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FOREWORD

The international environmental law is a perfect meeting plače. Here, some of
the oldest principles of law meet the most innovative concepts of international
responsibility and cooperation. It is a plače vvhere the principle of State sovereignty
meets competing requirements which limit a number of environmentally harmful
activities - vvhether foreign or domestic. It is a plače where a variety of new, legally
defined forms of international cooperation meet in practice and vvhere choices among
them need to be made. And, very importantly, it is a plače where considerations of law
and policy meet and mix on a continuous basis - sometimes happily and sometimes
less so.
International environmental law is not a mere “area of law”. It affects ali areas o f law.
Some of its sources can be derived from the ancient ethical and legal maxims which
permeate law in a very fundamental way - the principle of sic utere tuo ut alterum non
laedes being a very good example. Some of its current concepts belong to the most
innovative ideas in international law, such as the norms relating to environmental
impact assessments. Norms and institutions of international environmental law have
a profound bearing upon the way of functioning of the basic principles of international
law including the principle of responsibility of states and the principle of the duty of
states to cooperate with one another in accordance vvith the Charter o f the UN.
The agenda of international environmental law is expanding. Hovvever, it has
produced only a few finalities and each of its items demonstrates complexity which
is difficult to manage only with traditional normative methods, such as international
treaties. Hence the necessity to tackle the “contemporary challenges of international
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environmental law” on a continuous basis. The present Conference is an attempt to
make a contribution in this regard. The structure of its agenda suggests an approach
based on a careful selection o f priority areas o f international environmental law. This
allows an in depth discussion with the sense of the necessary details and nuance. On
the other hand, it might be appropriate to add a few reflections of a more general
nature on (a) the evolution of the international environmental law and (b) on some
of the current policy issues cutting across the specific themes to be dealt with by the
Conference panels.
The basic premise of international environmental law can be found in the
fundamental requirements of ethics. The principle of sic utere tuo ut alterum non
laedes is as much an ethical principle as it is fundamental for the entire edifice of
law. Its practical application has been confirmed time and again notwithstanding
the difficulties inherent in the need to ascertain the relevant facts and causal links
between environmentally harmful activities and the international responsibility
of a territorial State. At the Stockholm Conference of 1972 the entire international
community agreed that states have .. the responsibility to ensure that the activities
within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the environment of other
states or of areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction” (Principle 21). While
this pronouncement has to be interpreted in the context of the Declaration as a
whole, including its references to sovereignty of states over their natural wealth and
resources, it nevertheless confirmed a fundamental legal basis for a variety of norms
constituting the contemporary environmental responsibility of states. More recently,
in the Advisory Opinion of 1996 (on the question of legality of the threat or use of
nuclear weapons), and in the Judgment of 2010 (Pulp Mills on the River Uruguay
(Argentina v. Uruguay)) the International Court o f Justice confirmed the existence of
the general legal obligation of states along the lines of the quoted Stockholm Principle.
Thequestionofthenatureofthisobligationremainsamatteroffurtherlegalelaboration.
International legal instruments have in some areas specified the obligation o f states
to ensure a specific result and the responsibility of states for the effect. In some other
areas the standards of responsibility of states have to be established in accordance
with the criteria of due diligence. The work of the International Law Commission and
the UN General Assembly is expected to produce a clearer definition o f the variety
of obligations of states to prevent trans border environmental damage and to reduce
the risks involved in the potentially harmful activities. This work remains essential
to ensure the necessary coherence of the international legal regime of protection of
environment.
It is obvious, however, that a sophisticated legal regime requires more. Development
of the international environmental law gave rise to a host of new principles of inter-
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national cooperation, some of which confer specific legal obligations upon states.
Various international treaties contain obligations ranging from the obligation
of notification of environmental threats to the duty to consult on the potential
transboundary emissions, and the obligation of environmental impact assessment.
International environmental law strengthened the preventive dimension of inter
national cooperation, including through the precautionary principle and the principle
of polluter pays, a principle which also plays a preventive role.
Innovation remains the order of the day in the development of substantive norms
of international environmental law. Developments in the area of biodiversity offer
an example. Following the definition of the three objectives in the 1992 Biodiversity
Treaty (conservation of biological diversity, sustainable use of its components and
fair and equitable utilization of the benefits arising from genetic resources) further
standards are being developed, including, most recently, in the Nagoya Protocol
on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable Utilization (2010). The
Protocol sets out a number of obligations for the State parties vvith regard to the
access to genetic resources as well as to benefit sharing and compliance. The Protocol
is an example of a recent success in the global environmental legislation. However, it
leaves important questions to be resolved later, in the process of its implementation.
The question of the Protocols effect on the situation of indigenous peoples, their
land rights and their role in the protection of biodiversity remains open. It will
probably have to be dealt with by other policy and legal instruments. Traditional
farming as a means of protection of the natural environment and biodiversity must
not be adversely affected by other, seemingly more efficient ways of the use of genetic
resources. The international trade law and the law o f intellectual property have to be
sensitive to this need. Further innovation is called for.
The špirit of innovation which permeated the evolution of international environmental
law has given rise to a number of new international instruments, including a large
number of international treaties. This has led to concerns about normative coherence,
given the existing »treaty congestion«. However, environmental law is not the only
example of exuberance of international normative development. A similar process
has characterized the dynamic period of standard setting in the field of human
rights, roughly in the period between mid 1950s and early 1990s. A gradual shift
of emphasis from standard setting to implementation occurred later on. Obviously,
this analogy must not go too far. Nevertheless, it is worth reflecting vvhether
standard setting in the field o f environmental law can draw similar benefits from
its implementation procedures as those known in the law on human rights. Legal
thinkers in the field of international environmental law have to ponder the tasks to
be accomplished through new substantive norms on the one hand and those which
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can be more effectively pursued by means of adequate institutional development and
standards of implementation resulting from the work of the relevant institutions.
Innovation has been a major characteristic of the institutional development intended
to strengthen the protection of environment. The Stockholm conference of 1972
gave rise to the creation of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP),
a unique body operating under the authority of the UN General Assembly and
ECOSOC. Commission on Sustainable Development, established in 1992 after
the Rio Conference sought to provide a forum for policy making and interaction
between environmental departments and finance ministries of UN member states.
A variety of expert and decision making bodies has been created under international
treaties such as the two treaties on protection of the ozone layer, the Climate Change
Convention, the Biodiversity Convention and others. The Global Financial Facility
(GEF) offered an innovative model of creating synergies betvveen UNEP, UNDP and
the World Bank.
However, the exuberance of the institutional development has left some of the
fundamental underlying aspirations unfulfilled. For example, the Commission on
Sustainable Development was expected to take a comprehensive look at the global
issues of sustainable development as a whole and inspire policy-making. Initially,
it was expected that the Commission would attract not only environmental experts
but also finance ministers and other policy makers in an effective global effort.
However, as pointed out in the recent report of the Secretary-Generals High Level
Panel on Global Sustainability, the Commission developed a rigid sectoral agenda
often focusing on specific environmental issues and neglecting broader economic
an social aspects of its mandate. Often the Commission was caught in a zero-sum
negotiating dynamic over general positions of states which has vveakened its standing
and reduced its effectiveness. There is a need for institutional innovation. The Highlevel Panel on Global Sustainability proposed creation of a Global Sustainability
Council as a subsidiary body of the General Assembly. It would be tailored along
the lines of the Human Rights Council vvhich has replaced the former Commission
on Human Rights (vvhich had been, like the existing Commission on Sustainable
Development, a subsidiary organ of ECOSOC). Many existing proposals suggest
changes related to UNEP. The ideas concerning creation of an international
environmental tribunal are being discussed. Ali these ideas are legitimate. It is
important that the institutional development is clearly focused on the basic need
to ensure a higher degree of institutional relevance and the corresponding political
stature vvhich is necessary to attract decision makers to take part in the vvork of
the future deliberative and decision-making bodies. A multitude of institutions is
needed. And above ali, a forum o f policy makers is equally necessary as it vvas in 1992.
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The normative and institutional developments of the international environmental law
have created a complex legal landscape. In addition, some of the recent developments
have given rise to new difficulties. The failure of the Copenhagen Summit on
Global Warming (2009) to produce a set of globally applicable, binding obligations
concerning the emissions of greenhouse gases is a reminder that the normative
development may not reach its optimal limits due to fundamental differences among
states. Differences regarding their developmental needs and, equally important,
their perceived responsibility for the current levels of the harmful greenhouse gas
emissions are expected and to some extent legitimate. The developments since 2009
have confirmed that legally binding obligations regarding some of the fundamental
issues of environmental protection and sustainable development vvill be very difficult
to arrive at. This is likely to have a long term effect on the evolution of the inter
national environmental legislation.
At the time of writing of these lines (late May, 2012) it appears that the preparatory
process for the Rio+20 Summit demonstrates both the difficulty of the tasks at
hand and a relatively low level of ambition of the main players. This presents a
problem vvhich should be of interest of ali, including international lawyers involved
in the discussion of the international environmental law. How should the lawyers
react to the tendency of refocusing attention of negotiators from the aspiration to
produce legal obligations to programmatic concepts such as »goals« and »targets«
of sustainable development (such as poverty eradication, sustainable energy for ali,
resource efficiency and others) which increasingly dominate the current negotiating
process? Is the international community adding sophistication or merely restating
aspirations or even regressing in its desired objectives? Obviously there is nothing
wrong with the states agreeing on policy elements described as goals and targets
when they constitute a workable programme of action. But the question remains
whether such an approach vvill suffice. The most demanding areas of international
cooperation require international legal regulation, preferably in the form of treaties,
or at least in the form of soft law and standards of implementation. International
cooperation in the field of protection of environment should be no exception.
An additional reason to consider international legal regulation preferable to purely
programmatic concepts lies in the fact that binding obligations of states and other
elements of international legal regimes in the field of protection o f environment not
only define the responsibilities o f states but also provide the much needed framework
for action by businesses and other actors. Sustainable development and green growth
are not only “property” of states but o f ali actors involved in economic and social
development. Business sector needs clarity vvith regard to environmental standards
in order to make their vital contribution to development. States have to provide a
solid framework of environmental norms within vvhich green economy can flourish
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and sustainable development progress. Can they be sufficiently well expressed in an
aspirational and programmatic, non-binding language?
This question is as much relevant to the future of international environmental law
as it is to the future of policy making for sustainable development. It is not yet
clear whether the existing normative order already allows for a refocusing on the
programmatic goals and targets as vehicles of its implementation. This would mean
that the existing normative base is sufficiently solid already, admittedly an optimistic
assumption. In a less optimistic understanding, such a refocusing would only signify
a slowdown in the needed normative evolution. Obviously, the time will teli which of
these two interpretations is correct. I hope that the First Contemporary Challenges
to International Environmental Law Conference in Ljubljana will give us a good
understanding as to vvhere to expect the answer.
Dr. Danilo Turk
Professor of International Law
Faculty of Law, University of Ljubljana
President of the Republic of Slovenia

INTRODUCTION

The year 2012 marks the 20"' anniversary of the 1992 United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro, and the lOth anniversary of the
2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg. The idea that lead
to the convening of the First Contemporary Challenges o f International Environmental
Law Conference at the Faculty of Law, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia (28th and 29th
June 2012), including the publishing of this book, arose out of a general feeling that
environmental issues of fundamental concern to humankind should be discussed
systematically and continuously ali around the globe. This conference and the present
publication constitute the first step to create a forum to serve such purposes also in
these parts of Europe. The conference is envisaged to take plače every two years,
giving the experts from ali around the world a platform to address challenges and
concerns of our shared environment.
The timing of the event was purposely chosen to give the participants of the
conference an opportunity to address the outcomes of the Rio+20 Conference, where
world leaders, along with thousands of participants from governments, the private
sector, NGOs and other groups, will just a vveek earlier seek answers on how we can
reduce poverty, advance social equity and ensure environmental protection on an
ever more crowded planet - contributing to a better future. The two themes of the
Rio+20 Conference (a green economy in the context of sustainable development
poverty eradication and the institutional framework for sustainable development)
are well reflected also in the contributions to this book.
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Introduction

Rare are opportunities of professional gatherings where scientists from different
areas would gather to discuss environmental challenges in interdisciplinary manner
and seek loopholes in each others perceptions while trying to provide innovative
solutions. This book provides an example of such interdisciplinary response to the
global environmental challenges where many different aspects have been critically
addressed both by international legal experts and environmental scientists.
The first Chapter starts with contributions of natural scientists, ranging from general
to more issue specific, and offers an excellent starting point for legal experts to
analyze various legal aspects of environmental concerns. The contributions of the
second Chapter thus continue with the presentation of some legal environmental
perceptions of outer space, biodiversity and forests. The third Chapter recognizes
inseparable links betvveen the protection of the environment and respect for human
rights and interdependency of environmental protection and management of natural
resources with peace and security. Environmental concerns are also reflected in
the conduct of transnational corporations, life o f indigenous peoples and climate
refugees, which are issues covered by Chapter four. Chapter five further deals with
formation and implementation of international environmental agreements. Chapter
six is devoted to a legal appraisal of environmental concerns of the global economy.
International adjudication with nexus to the environment is a theme of Chapter
seven, while Chapter eight concludes with presentation of four selected case-studies
of domestic legislations and jurisprudence dealing with environmental issues.
This book should be o f use and interest alike to academics, practitioners and students
both graduate and undergraduate o f a fairly wide span of sciences, particularly legal,
social and natural.
As in many such undertakings, the list of persons to whom the editor owes an
intellectual debt is lengthy. Unfortunately, not ali can be mentioned here. However,
special thanks go to each individual contributor for the efforts made in delivering
their papers whilst busy in many other professional activities. The deepest gratitude is
owed to Dr. Danilo Turk, the President of the Republic o f Slovenia, for his insightful
Foreword to this book. It is a special privilege that the book is published by a leading
Slovenian legal publishing house, thus many thanks to the director Boštjan Koritnik,
Anja Tavčar and Vesna Fortuna from GV Založba (GV Publishing House) for ali of
their support in dealing with this publication. Finally, I am most indebted to Maša
Kovič Dine, the Assistant Editor, for ali of her hard work on the project and it is an
immense pleasure to work with such a bright and motivated young scholar.
Ljubljana, June 2012

Vasilka Sancin

